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A B S T R A C T   

Photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) systems combine two collectors, which increase efficiency, reduce 
cost and space, and produce electricity and heat, simultaneously. Many factors affect PV/T cur-
rent, voltage, power, efficiency, and heat energy production. For example, the location of the PV 
system, ambient temperature, irradiance, humidity, dust, and many other factors. Also, different 
modelling techniques are used to evaluate PV/T efficiency, for example, analytical, regression, 
numerical, artificial neural network (ANN). The current work aims to predict and assess a PV/T 
system using ANN models based on an experimental dataset in Oman. The PV/T system with 
weather station and data acquisition was installed in Sohar, Oman. The weather and electrical 
data has been recorded. A novel mathematical and ANN model for examining the performance of 
PV/T systems has been developed. The experimental results show improvement in PVT power 
production (68.6132 W) compared to the conventional PV (66.7827 W). The results demonstrate 
that the three proposed models (MLP, SOFM, and SVM) achieved excellent MSE results for 
generating the current values of the PV system (0.00043, 0.00030, 0.00041) and PV/T system 
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(0.00719, 0.00683, 0.00763), respectively. Also, the proposed models delivered excellent MSE 
results for simulating the power values of the PV system (0.04457, 0.05006, 0.13816) and PV/T 
system (0.04457, 0.05006, 0.13816), respectively. The proposed models result validated with 
experimental data using descriptive statistics and Evaluation Metrics. Finally, the proposed neural 
models can generate future figures for any needed period that accurately fit the actual datasets.   

1. Introduction 

Solar energy is an essential energy source, which utilizes light and heat and can be employed using photovoltaic, and thermal 
energy systems. Also, the thermal collector could be connected to the back PV module to produce a hybrid PV/T system. Chaichan et al. 
[1] found that PV modules can convert light to electricity with about 20% of the received solar energy. Most of the energy not 
transferred to electricity is converted to heat. Hybrid PV/T systems convert solar irradiance into thermal and electrical energy at the 
same time [2]. PV/T technology includes different configurations and products based on the use of PV/T collectors, such as Air-based, 
Liquid-based, Water cooling, Refrigerant cooling, Nanofluid cooling, Bi-fluid, heat pump, and concentrator. 

Solar energy is primarily collected in one of two ways, either directly by photovoltaic cells (PV), or by collecting solar thermal 
energy by pipes, dishes, mirrors, or lenses to produce heat, which is used to heat air, fluids, buildings, etc. [3]. PV converts solar 
irradiance into a direct electrical current, which is usually a manufactured semiconductor made from silicon. In practice, the PV cell 
has a thickness, and a surface of 0.25–0.35 mm and 100–225 m2, respectively [4]. There are different types of PV, such as 
mono-crystalline silicon, multi-crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, and organic solar cells [5]. 

Many factors affect the production of PV/T current, voltage, power, efficiency, and heat energy production. For example, the 
location of the PV system, ambient temperature, irradiance, dust, humidity, rainfall, and many other factors [6]. Different factors are 
considered in PV/T design, model, and evaluation, such as modelling techniques used to evaluate PV/T, for example, the analytical, 
regression, numerical, artificial neural network (ANN) [7]. 

ANN is defined as a mathematical algorithm that simulates the human brain functions, such as learning and training [8]. The ANN 
networks depend on the input of real data and the used pre-specified function, which is to be set by the programmer, to produce the 
desired output results. The ANN is a complex adaptive system that could change its internal structure based on the input information to 
improve adaptability and performance. ANN has become increasingly helpful for system modeling and the optimization of results. 
ANN computation has augmented our ability to process, and analyze data. ANN is a strong modeling tool, which maps a complex input 
into a simple output space [9]. In general, ANN applications tend towards the classification, recognition, generalization, prediction, 
and organization of data. The network architecture determines the topology of the connections between neurons (input, hidden, and 
output). Many researchers used ANN to model and evaluate PV and PV/T systems [10]. 

Saberian et al. [11] proposed a prediction model of photovoltaic at “King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology” in Saudi 
Arabia located at the location of (longitude 42.661 W and latitude 18.231 N). The collected data has been trained using a feedforward 
artificial neural network (FFANN) testing 3 different input data. The first one using the maximum temperature in neuron networks that 
have 2 inputs, 24 hidden layers and 1 output, getting a mean squared error (MSE) = 2.823 × 10− 4, mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE) = 10.3%. The second one uses the mean temperature in neuron networks that have 2 inputs, 32 hidden layers and 1 output 
getting MSE = 0.0052, MAPE = 111.8%. The third one uses the average relative humidity and temperature in neuron networks with 3 
inputs, 24 hidden layers, and 1 output getting MSE = 0.0003, MAPE = 4.49%, which led to the conclusion that ANN can estimate 
global solar irradiance (GSR). 

Ghanbarzadeh et al. [12] and Behrang et al. [13] conducted a study in Drzul-Iran (32.16 N and 48.25 E) which investigated three 
cases from measured data in 2002–2005 to predict GSR. The first case used relative humidity, daily mean air temperature, and length 
of day as inputs where MAPE and MSE were found to be 14.5%, and 0.008879, respectively. In case 2, the inputs are sunshine hours, 
daily mean air temperature, and length of the day, which provides MAPE and MSE results of 9.4%, and 0.0043. In the last case where 
relative humidity, daily mean air temperature, and sunshine hours are required, best results were attained where MAPE and MSE are 
determined to be 8.84%, and 0.0040, respectively. Results obtained indicate that ANN can be a trusted method for estimating GSR. 

Rehman et al. studied two models, one for estimating solar radiation intensity ratio H/H0 and the other for modeling H to be output. 
The input parameters are H0, Tmax, Tmin, and H. The statistical errors used are NMSE, NRMSE, R2, RMSE, MSE, MAE, and MBE. The data 
collected from Almeria in Spain, and the results, give greater accuracy than conventional regressions models [14]. 

Mellit et al. [15] conducted a study in South India (Madurai, which is located at 78.1198E and 9.9252 N). Seven variables have 
been investigated, which are yearly and monthly humidity, wind speed, atmospheric and air temperature (daily average values). ANN 
was used to train and test the variables using “evenberg-marquardt LM”, “batch gradient descent GD”, “resilient backpropagation RP”, 
and “scaled conjugate gradient SCG” algorithms. The inputs, neurons, hidden and output used to construct the ANN, are 7, 15, 1, and 1 
respectively, to predict GSR, by determining R, RMSE, and MAE. The best result was performed using LM algorithm with MAE =
3.3639, RMSE = 4.8372, and R = 0.9994 for the testing result, and MAE = 1.7212, RMSE = 2.0028, and R = 0.9996 for training values. 

Asl et al. [16] from Dezful in Iran (located at 32.1648 N, and 48.25E) proposed an ANN model based on measured parameters. The 
measurement was conducted for the relative humidity, the daily mean air temperature, the evaporation, the soil temperature, day of 
the year, sunshine hours, and wind speed at the duration between 2002 and 2005. The data used to train the ANN using MLP, and for 
214 days in 2006 to be tested. The MLP consists of 3 neurons in the first hidden layer and 2 in the second, with the sigmoid transferred 
function used for hidden layers and for the output layer, a linear transferred, LM algorithm gave the best prediction. Using MPL testing 
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data gives MAPE = 6.08%, and R2 = 99.03% and training data performed MSE = 0.0042, and SEE = 5.9278, which is acceptable for 
estimating GSR. 

Al-Shamisi et al. [17] provides research from UAE AL-Ain city (located at altitude 24.1302 N and longitude 55.8023E) using ANN 
MLP and RBF techniques. The input parameters used are sunshine hours, maximum temperature, mean relative humidity, and mean 
wind speed. The proposed ANN model was evaluated using R2, RMSE, and MBE. The samples of input data are collected for 10 years 
(1995–2004) used to train the network. Data for 3 years (2005–2007) are used for testing the proposed models. The results show that 
the RBF technique is superior to the MPL in most cases. 

Qin et al. [18] made a comparison between simulated GSR and the observed one in the Tibetan Plateau and the nearby area in 
China. The study covers the area from 25 to 45 N and from 70 to 105E using the ANN-MLP method, with statistical parameters RMSE, 
and R. It was observed that ANN provides high accuracy, and best stability compared with JAXA. 

Hasni et al. [19] tested the ANN model for estimating GSR in Algeria’s southwestern Drylands. The data was collected for 5 months 
and tested by ANN LM feedforward backpropagation algorithm, with a hidden layer of 3 neurons. The proposed model has an RMSE of 
0.084, MAE of 2.9999, and R2 of 0.9998. 

Khatib et al. [20] used the MLP ANN network to train, test, and predict GSR in five cities in Malaysia. The results found the Bharu 
Kuching station to be more accurate compared with other investigated stations. However, the Alor Setar station was found to be the 
least accurate model, with 0.78% MBE and 7.6% RMSE for the best case, and 3.45% MBE and 9% RMSE for the worst case. The re-
searchers confirm that GSR prediction is more accurate using ANN models. 

Salima et al. [21] conducted a study in Malawi which was held for six metrological stations. It is noted that fairly agreed between 
measured values and calculated values for solar irradiance at the six stations was presented. Ben et al. [22] present a study that shows 
an algorithm that determines the OPOP of the PV/T function of the variation of solar irradiance and ambient temperature. The result 
confirms that the calculated values by ANN are fast and accurate. 

Assi et al. [23] proposed RBF models to predict GSR in UAE. Data for the duration from, 2002 to 2008 was used to train the model, 
whereas data between the duration from 2009 to 2010 are used to test and validate the prediction model. The result showed that all 
models are performed well with R2 above 82%. 

ANN model developed for estimating monthly mean GSR in eight cities in China using FFBPA to measure data on MPE, MBE, and 
RMSE [24]. In Al-Madinah, Saudi Arabia, a comparative study was made between BNN and empirical models to estimate GSR [25]. 
Data has been collected for three cities (New Delhi, Hyderabad, and Mumbai in India) for ninety days. The data are used for testing the 
network with indicators such as RMSE, MAPE, and MBE. It was found that MAPE is minimum when considering temperature, month, 
date, and humidity as inputs [26]. Two proposed models from Qena and Egypt have been proposed to estimate GSR, which show a 
close result between estimated and measured values of 0.998 for correlation coefficient, 48 Wh/m2 for MBE, and 115 Wh/m2 as RMBE 
[27,28]. A predicted data output power is used for the PV model, which shows the relativity between the training sample and predicted 
data. The predicted power data shows that the method used gives high predicted accuracy suitable for engineering applications. In 
Amman Jordan, three ANN models are used, FFN, Elman, and NARX to predict the solar irradiance using MATLAB software, and 
metrological data as inputs. The result indicates that NARX has a good ability to predict solar irradiance [29]. In Ghardaia Algeria the 
radiometric station parameters are used as an input to ANN to estimate GSI evaluating statistical formulas such as RMSE, MBE, and R2. 

Fig. 1. (a) PV/T systems experimental setup; (b) Solar module constructions, (1) tempered glass, (2) ethylene Vinyl Acetate EVA, (3) cell, (4) 
Ethylene Vinyl Acetate EVA, (5) Tedlar Polyester Tedlar TPT; (c) cross-section of PV Panel. 
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The result shows that ANN gave the best performance when compared with empirical models [30]. The result shows that ANN gave the 
best performance when compared with empirical models [30]. In Abu Dhabi, UAE, metrological data for 10 years were used to train 
MLP and RBF as [31] built-in integrated PV/T, which approximates the PV integrated model under fixed conditions. The result in-
dicates that ANN can learn the underlying relationships between input and output data for that application. The trained ANN can be a 
good tool for building integrated PV/T arrays in selecting optimal information. Ahmed et al. [32] used the ANN LM model to 
investigate solar irradiance. Comparing it with validation data, using MSE, and R values, six models were proposed and tested, the best 
one giving 0.0591, and 0.963 for MSE, and R respectively. Saberian et al. [11] used GRNN and FFBP methods for training metrological 
data and estimated power derived from mathematical equations, the result shows that both neural networks have good modelling 
performance. 

The current work aims to predict and assess a photovoltaic-thermal energy system using artificial neural network models based on 
the experimental dataset in Sohar/Oman. In addition, the proposed neural models can generate future figures for any needed period 
that accurately fit the actual datasets. The contribution of this study is highlighted as follows:  

• Develop novel mathematical and ANN models for examining the performance of PV/T systems.  
• Compare the mathematical forecasting models with the proposed models and the experimental results.  
• The electrical power/efficiency of the proposed PV/T models to be compare with different literature accordingly.  
• Validating the results with experimental data using descriptive statistics and Evaluation Metrics. 

2. Experimental setup 

2.1. The used PV/T system 

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the experimental PV/T system setup, which contains two PV panels located on the surface roof of the faculty of 
engineers in Sohar University. These monocrystalline silicon solar panels have the following specifications: open-circuit voltage VOC =

22.32 V, short-circuit current ICS = 5.94 A, and rated power Prated = 100 W. 
As shown in Fig. 1(a), 2 m of the copper tube are fixed at the input and the output, to read the water temperature. These meters were 

W1209 digital temperature controllers and the temperature value is displayed in ◦C via 3-digit seven-segment displayers. A 24V water 
pump is used to circulate the water, with a 1A and 1 L per minute water flow rate. The hot water is pumped from the panel to the 
thermal collector system. It is worth mentioning that the pump power consumption is not considered in this study. The study 
monitored the temperature for three days from the 16th − 18th October 2020 from 09:00 a.m. to 04:00 p.m. Data Acquisition DAQ 
process is used to measure the panel’s voltage and current, the ambient temperature, and the irradiance. DAQ consists of sensors and 
measurement hardware that acts as an interface between the computer and the signals from outside, and a computer with programmed 
software which controls the operation of the DAQ device is used for processing, storming, and visualizing the measured data. 

Fig. 2. (a) Average temperature per month; (b) Rainfalls in Sohar; (c) Sunshine Hours in Sohar.  
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Fig. 1(b) describes the five layers that the panel is constructed from. The five layers are: Layer 1 is tempered glass it adds strength to 
the panel and prevents light being reflected because it is coated, Layer 2 is Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) and Tedlar Polyester Tedlar 
(TPT) to protect the cell from water and from being destroyed, Layer 3 are the cells, Layer 4 is the EVA layer and Layer 5 the TPT layer. 
In Fig. 1(a) two modules are used for this study, one with a thermal collector and the other without. The backside of the thermal 
collector panel is closed, and a folded copper tube is fixed inside which is used to collect the heat from the panel as shown in Fig. 1(c). 
Also, this volume is filled with water to improve the cooling system. 

2.2. Sohar metrological data 

Sohar city is located in Oman’s northern coast 24.3461 N, 56.7075 E, and is 12 m above average sea level. It has a very hot desert 
climate especially during summers and mild winters. Fig. 2(a) shows average temperature measured for 12 months in 2019, where in 
July it reached its highest value of 50 ◦C. With very low precipitation, most of the rainfall occurs during February, shown in Fig. 2(b). 
Another important factor in photovoltaic performance is the sunshine hours, displayed in Fig. 2(c) [33,34]. 

The total amount of solar irradiance received by the earth service is called Global Solar Radiation (GSR) calculated in watts per 
meter square; it is the sum of the reflected and direct diffuse solar radiation. GSR has been the focus of many studies because it provides 
energy amounts according to climate stations. In order to measure solar irradiance, expensive devices are needed to be installed and 
maintained. ANN method is an excellent method to estimate global solar radiation, and it is helpful for solar system designers to have 
trusted information about solar irradiance. The information can be arranged in tabular form or map form within the zone that the 
installation will be made. Data collected during one month in 15 min’ intervals, and the best 3 days’ records were accepted as 
representative samples. According to weather conditions, input and output water temperature in the PV/T panel are recorded 
manually, and voltage, current, power, ambient temperature, and irradiance, are stored by the Data Acquisition System as shown in 
Fig. 3. 

2.3. Performance evaluation criteria 

Different methods were used to compare ANN models’ performance, such as MSE (Mean Squares Error), MAE (Mean Absolute 
Errors), NMSE (normalized mean square error), and R-square (coefficient of determination). 

The MSE is computed the two times average cost as in equation (1). 

MSE=

∑P

j=o

∑N

i=0

(
dij− yij

)2

NP
. (1)  

where P is the entirety processing item, N is the entirety exemplars. The yij is the current output of item (i). The dij is the experimental 
desired output for the item (i). 

The NMSE measures the distance between estimated and actual outcomes, which defines as in equation (2): 

Fig. 3. Experiment setup and process.  
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NMSE=
P N MSE

∑P

j=o

N
∑N

i=0
d2

ij −

(
∑N

i=0
dij)

2

N

(2) 

The MAE determines the Average mean absolute error between the predicted and experimental desired values. The lower value of 
MAE indicates a better, long-term model prediction. 

It defines as in equation (3). 

MAE=
1
n
∑n

i=1
|pri − di| (3)  

where pri is the predicted value, and di is the desired value. 
R-Square indicates how the data are close to the fitted regression line; its value is in the range (0,1). Zero indicates none of the 

data’s variables is around the standard mean, and 1 explains that all variables are around the standard mean. It is describing in 
equation (4). 

R − Square  = 1 −

∑n
i=1(di − pri)

∑n
i=1

(

di − di

) (4) 

The d is the mean of the values in d. 

2.4. ANN methods 

The new development of artificial neural networks (ANN) helps deploy linear or nonlinear associations and reduces data 
dimensionality. NN is an inspired computational model that emulates human brain activities and imitates intelligent responses. The 
NN has unique features that include parallelism and recurrent computing, making it a cable of learning from previous experience [35]. 
Therefore, it is appropriate for many applications, such as data classification and recognition, information processing and prediction of 
future figures, etc. Numerous NN architectures were used to monitor and evaluate the performance of renewable generation systems. 

Many factors affect the choice of neural networks (NN), which depends on the type of application and the size and type of data 
available. Therefore, it is not easy to choose a specific NN type, so what can be applied to a data type has the opposite results with other 
data in another region. Hence, forecasting future data helps to give a clear idea of the data and the requirements that must be met or the 
precautions required to be taken. 

The NN consists of one layer or multilayers that the first layer uses to input data and the last layer for output the result. Any in- 
between layers are called hidden layers, as shown in Fig. 4(a). 

2.4.1. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) 
MLP is a supervised learning technique deployed in classification and prediction tasks. MLP topology consists of multi-layered 

neurons including input, hidden, and output layers, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The MLP network is used for analyzing the behavior of 
experimental solar data and predicting future figures. 

The backpropagation learning technique computes the errors through the network and allows adjustment of the hidden layers’ 
weights, which is defined in equation (5): 

Fig. 4. ANN architecture (a) MLP; (b) SOFM.  
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ei(n)= di(n) − yi(n) (5)  

where di is the desired dataset, and yi is the computed data value. 
The evolution of the cost function gradient between the next iteration is slow, which drives a slow convergence. Therefore, the 

momentum learning technique is used to overcome this problem, which will smooth the behavior and speed up the convergence. The 
momentum learning method is computed in equation (6): 

wij(n+ 1)=wij(n) + ηδi(n) + xj(n) + α
(
wij(n) − wij(n − 1)

)
(6)  

where α is the momentum factor, which is typically set to 0.7. η is the constant step size, And δi(n) is the local error. 

Fig. 5. (a) PV and PV/T current, voltage and power measurements; (b) Solar irradiance, ambient, inlet and outlet temperatures.  
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2.4.2. Self-organizing feature map (SOFM) 
A self-organizing feature map (SOFM) is an unsupervised artificial neural network, which is aimed to produce output with a low- 

dimensional by discretizing the training’s input space samples (map). It utilizes a fully square-Kohonen method to determine the 
neighbourhoods shape as represented in Equation (7): 

Dij =
⃒
⃒Xl − Wij

⃒
⃒=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
x1 − wij1

)2
+ .......+

(
xn − wijn

)2
√

(7)  

where X is the input vector, and the weight of neighbour neurons Wij. 
In the training process, the network employs competitive learning between neighbouring neurons to define the winning node (best 

matching unit BMU), with a weight vector closely similar to the input vector as defined in Equation (8).  

D(k1, k2) = mini,j (Di,j)                                                                                                                                                               (8) 

The indexes of the winner-neuron are k1 and k2 as shown in Fig. 4(b). 
Equation (9) is used to determine the neighbourhood neurons and Equation (10) is used to update the values of neuron v with 

weight vector Wv(s). 

h(ρ, t)= exp
(
ρ2 / 2σ2(t)

)
(9)  

Wv(s+ 1)=Wv(s)+ θ(u, v, s).α(s).(D(t) − Wv(s)) (10) 

The ρ is the distance from the current neuron to the BMU neuron. And s is a step-index, t is an index of a training sample, u is the 
BMU-index of the input vector D(t). And the learning coefficient is α(s); the function Ɵ (u, v, s) is the Euclidean distance of the 
neighbourhood of the neuron v. 

2.4.3. Support vector machine (SVM) 
Support vector machines (SVM) is a kernel-based technique, which is nonlinear supervised learning applied in many applications, 

such as classification or regression. In NeuroSolutions, SVM transforms the input data into a high-dimensional map using the radial 
basis function (RBF), which will perform a Gaussian function on each data sample. RBF will substitute the inner product by the kernel 
function, which is a quadratic optimization defined in equation (11). 

J(α)=
∑N

i=1
αi −

1
2
∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1
αiαjdidjG

(
xi − xj, 2σ2) (11) 

subject to 
∑N

i=1
diαi = 0, αi ≥ 0,∀i ∈ {1, ...,N} , where αi is the starting multiplier (0.1), G is a Gaussian function as determined in 

equation (12). 

G(x, xi)= exp

[
1−
2σ2

i

∑p

1
(xk − xki)

2

]

(12)  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Experimental results 

In this study, two PV modules are implemented to measure the output power production, one is made with a thermal collector using 
water cooling, and the other without a thermal collector; to compare the performance of the two modules and to monitor the effect of 
cooling the panel on its efficiency. To evaluate the proposed PV/T system measurements have been taken for current, voltage, power, 
and temperatures for three continuous days from the 16th to October 18, 2020 as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). From Fig. 5(a) it is found 
that the PV/T voltage increased significantly compared with PV voltage due to the cooling of the PV panel. However, the PV current 
increased insignificantly compared with PV/T power for the same reason. The PV/T power is increased significantly based on the 

Table 1 
Descriptive statistics results of variables.  

Statistic S. Irradiance (W/m2) Ambient Temperature (oC) PV-Current (A) PVT-Current (A) PVT Power (W) PV Power (W) 

No. of observations 435 435 435 435 435 435 
Minimum 223.60 17.8000 3.1200 3.1200 61.7760 63.6480 
Maximum 644.80 24.7000 3.2400 3.5400 70.9560 69.7380 
Median 534.50 22.2000 3.2400 3.3000 69.3360 66.9060 
Mean 505.42 22.2897 3.2166 3.2669 68.6132 66.7827 
Variance (n) 13314.93 1.6372 0.0011 0.0188 2.8461 2.2315 
Standard deviation (n) 115.39 1.2796 0.0332 0.1370 1.6870 1.4938 
Standard error of the mean 5.5389 0.0614 0.0016 0.0066 0.0810 0.0717  
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increment in PV/T voltage, more than the reduction in current. On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) shows the temperature and solar irradiance 
for the selected period. It is clear that the ambient temperature is in the range of 21–26 ◦C in October. 

However, the solar irradiance is relatively high due to the clear sky which will reflect on PV panel temperatures. However, using a 
cooling observer in the PV/T system shows a clear reduction [36]. Nevertheless, the reduction in PV panel temperature is insignificant, 
due to the cooling weather in winter and it is expected to be more significant in summer [37,38]. It is worth mentioning that for more 
cooling to enhance the power production and efficiency, researchers used different observers [6], nanofluid [39], and nanophase 
change materials [40,41]. The statistical methods help to summarize, evaluate and validate the obtained output. Table 1 presents the 
experimental input and output variables’ descriptive information using different statistical methods, such as Mean, Variance, and 
standard deviation (SD). It determines the positive value of the square root of the variance, which is used to examine the scope of two 
data sets around the Mean. A small amount of SD means closer distances around the Mean. 

Table 1 shows that the two systems’ output variables are closer (PV, PVT), such as PV-Current and PVT-Current, with values equal 
to 3.2166, 3.2669, respectively. Also, PVT Power and PV Power values are 68.6132, 66.7827, which means the power production of 
PVT is higher than PV Power by 2 Watt. The SD results also show slight variation and closer distances to the Mean. Besides, small 
Standard Errors (PV-Current = 0.0016, PVT-Current = 0.0066, PVT Power = 0.0810, and PV Power = 0.0717) are evidence of the 
Mean’s reliability and the output sample’s Mean accurately reflects the experiment population Means. 

3.2. ANN design and results 

The experiments undertaken were tested proposed systems under the same conditions to measure each system’s efficiency sepa-
rately to compare it with the presented development results. The Neurosolutions package is used to deploy three neural networks 
implemented in this paper to calculate and predict the renewable energy power generated by the photovoltaics (PV) system. The 
experiments trained MLP, SOFM, and SVM using about 450 datasets. The datasets are divided into 50% as input data, 20% as cross- 
validation data, and 30% as testing data. All the networks consist of 1 input layer, 1 hidden layer, and 1 output layer. The input 
variables are Solar irradiance (W/m2), Ambient Temperature (oC), and the output variables are PV-Current (A), PVT-Current (A), PVT 
Power (W), PV Power (W). The maximum number of epochs is 1000. The TanhAxon with a bias and Tanh formula is used as a transfer 
function in the hidden and output layers. The momentum rule is used as a learning rule with a rate of 0.7. The backpropagation al-
gorithm (BP) is used to determine the network’s errors to adjustable processing elements’ weights. Fig. 6(a) presents the proposed 
neural models’ comparison results (MLP, SOFM, and SVM) for both PV and PVT systems with the experiment’s current desired 
datasets. It shows close fits, which means that the proposed neural models simulate the real data behaviour and easily forecast the 
data’s future figure. Fig. 6(b) shows the proposed neural models’ comparison results (MLP, SOFM, and SVM) for PV and PVT systems 
with the experiment’s power desired datasets. It confers close fits of the proposed neural models’ output with the real data, which 
could help forecast the data’s future figure. 

Table 2 demonstrates the proposed models’ results based on the validation factors, such as MSE, NMSE, MAE, and correlation rate 
R. The three proposed models (MLP, SOFM, and SVM) achieved excellent MSE results for generating the current values of the PV 
system (0.00043, 0.00030, 0.00041) and PVT system (0.00719, 0.00683, 0.00763), respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(c). Additionally, 
they obtained excellent results of MAE for the three proposed models. 

Fig. 7 presents the Comparison results of (NMSE, R) for the two proposed systems (PV/PVT) based on Current and Power exper-
imental datasets. The correlation rate of (PV-MLP and PV-SOFM) of the power results (0.467, 0.417) is lower than other neural 
methods, such as PV-SVM that achieves 0.971. 

Table 3 presents the proposed models’ results validation factors, such as MSE, NMSE, MAE, and correlation rate r. The proposed 
models (MLP, SOFM, and SVM) delivered excellent MSE results for simulating the power values of the PV system (0.04457, 0.05006, 
0.13816) and PVT system (0.04457, 0.05006, 0.13816), respectively. Additionally, they achieved remarkable results of MAE for the 
three proposed models. 

Finally, the proposed neural models are able to generate future figures for any needed period of time. Whilst testing the ANN 
models’ generalization, we generated data for three days to compare with actual data sets. Fig. 8 illustrates the experimental datasets 
of PV and PVT systems’ power and the generated (Forecasting) datasets. The figure shows a close fit between the actual and predicated 
datasets. 

Table 2 
Proposed models’ current results validation factors.  

Performance PV-MLP-Current PV-SOFM-Current PV-SVM-Current PVT-MLP-Current PVT-SOFM-Current PVT-SVM-Current 

MSE 0.00043 0.00030 0.00041 0.00719 0.00683 0.00763 
NMSE 0.39048 0.27815 0.37695 0.38329 0.36425 0.4066 
MAE 0.01622 0.01087 0.01646 0.06749 0.06389 0.07685 
Min Abs Error 0.00017 0.00018 0.00650 0.00055 0.00011 0.01879 
R 0.78224 0.852420 0.91697 0.78546 0.79755 0.92050  

Fig. 6. Comparison of the experimental results with the proposed systems (PV/PVT); (a) the current results; (b) the power results; (c) the Power (W) 
and Current (A) results based on MSE. 
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4. Conclusion 

This paper discussed the factors affecting the production of solar modules in hot weather conditions such as in the Sohar/Sultanate 
of Oman. some of the most important factors are the location of the photovoltaic system, the ambient temperature, the strength of solar 
irradiance, humidity, the proportion of dust accumulated on the panels etc. Among the most important contributions to the current 
work is creating efficient mathematical models that easily apply and simulate photovoltaic cell production and accurately predict 
future production. This helps to calculate the amount of electrical energy production, as well as its requirements and cost. Further-
more, the proposed mathematical models could accurately analyze the economic cost of the photovoltaic energy system and the future 

Fig. 7. Comparison of Current (A) and Power (W) results based on (NMSE, R) of the two proposed systems (PV/PVT).  

Table 3 
Proposed models’ power results validation factors.  

Performance PV-MLP-Power PV-SOFM-Power PV -SVM-Power PVT-MLP-Power PVT-SOFM-Power PVT-SVM- Power 

MSE 0.04457 0.05006 0.13816 0.04457 0.05006 0.13816 
NMSE 0.78437 0.82685 0.11230 0.26399 0.37924 0.48814 
MAE 1.00022 1.09567 0.42700 0.65084 0.87393 3.53054 
Min Abs Error 0.00098 0.08092 0.04294 0.01337 0.01522 0.51574 
R 0.46780 0.41717 0.97195 0.85800 0.78848 0.74024  

Fig. 8. The experimental datasets of PV and PVT systems’ power and the generated (Forecasting) datasets.  
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cost of producing any quantities of energy. The in-depth analysis of previous studies and research has led to the discovery of gaps that 
must be addressed in the proposed models, the most important of which is accurate and easy production prediction for any period. 
Also, the ability to identify the most important factors affecting photovoltaic energy production correctly and quickly. Most of the past 
models lacked an accurate comparison between the results recorded and the results from mathematical models due to the inability to 
apply them under the same conditions. At the same time, the current work was able to measure the data in the North Al Batinah region/ 
Sultanate of Oman to compare it with the production of the proposed mathematical models under the same conditions. The current 
work aims to predict and evaluate a thermal PV system using artificial neural network models based on an experimental data set in 
Oman. A PVT and conventional PV has been installed in Sohar with weather station, sensors and data acquisition to measure electrical 
quantities and weather data. It is found that PVT and PV power values are 68.6132, and 66.7827, respectively, which means the power 
production of PVT is higher than PV Power by 2 Watt. The results demonstrate that the three proposed models (MLP, SOFM, and SVM) 
achieved excellent MSE results for generating current values for the PV system (0.00043, 0.00030, 0.00041) and PVT system (0.00719, 
0.00683, 0.00763), respectively. The proposed models also provided excellent MSE results for simulating the energy values of the PV 
system (0.04457, 0.05006, 0.13816) and the PVT system (0.04457, 0.05006, 0.13816), respectively. Finally, the proposed neural 
models can generate future numbers for any desired interval that fit neatly into actual data sets. 
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